‘MORE THAN JUST A LAW PRACTICE’
The challenges, frustrations and rewards of immigration law
By Craig R. Shagin

here is no other law
practice like it: not in
velocity, variety, consequences, milieu, billing,
travel requirements
or clients.

T

The pay, by and large, is not good. The types of facilities
most immigration firms occupy could, at best, be
described as achieving shabby respectability. The emotional demands can be horrific. Here failure comes with
death-penalty consequences.
Your clients often have limited English, are stressed and
come from cultures so far removed from ours that, even
with accurate translating, communication may not result
in understanding. In the Wolof language of The Gambia,
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the Islamic, lunar-based calendar is used. Many Indonesians have only one name, and there are no street
numbers or names in the villages. For most of the world,
it turns out, the birthday is recorded as Jan. 1, as this is
the date placed on a birth certificate — if the country
has such a thing — when the parents cannot remember
the date. There are countries whose population’s claim
to longevity could best be explained by a remarkable
inability to count.
Time is relative in more disciplines than physics. Getting
clients to show up on time for office visits and court
requires a concept of time beyond day and night or the
more refined morning and afternoon. This takes time.
We deal with multiple bureaucracies. These are not
limited to American ones such as the departments of
Labor, Homeland Security, Justice or State, nor are they
limited to state institutions such as the bureaus of vital
statistics or vehicles. We must also deal with foreign

courts (or what may pass for them),
universities and bureaus of all kinds.
Simple things such as marriage and
divorce records can be difficult to
obtain in some parts of the world.
Immigration court procedures would
disturb any lawyer used to judicial courts.
Here our clients, particularly if detained,
sometimes appear for their hearings on
closed-circuit television. The electronics
do not keep up with the theory of the
cost-saving technology. While a woman
was testifying about a brutal home invasion and how her daughter was beaten to
miscarriage, the screen froze. It was worse
than going blank — her face in its contorted agony was looking back at her
frozen in the corner of the set and the
distant robed judge was frozen sipping
water in the wide screen. The audio was
silent. A court official calls on a speaker
phone, apologizes and we wait. There are
some beeps and signals and, presto, we
were again live. Try picking up the testimony after that. The effect of none of this
is revealed in the transcript, and even if it
had been, these hearings are generally
judged “good enough.”

There is no right to counsel in immigration proceedings — at least not at government expense. The vast majority in
removal are unrepresented. This includes
unaccompanied children and those who
are mentally incompetent. We were asked
to represent on appeal a Jamaican man
who was ordered deported in a proceeding where he could not make himself
understood. He suffered from a severe
speech impediment. Here is what he
faced:
Judge: You were abused in Jamaica?
Respondent: By [indiscernible].
Judge: By whom?
Respondent: By [indiscernible]. I
don’t know, Your Honor, please, sir.
[Indiscernible.]
Judge: So people hurt you in Jamaica?
Respondent: Yes, sir. [Indiscernible.]
Judge: Sir, I apologize, and I know
that you have a speech impediment,
but unfortunately I don’t understand
what you’re telling me. But anyway,
do you want to apply for asylum?
Respondent: Yes, yes, yes sir.

No practice of law has
a more interesting
range of clients.
We have represented
individuals from just
about every country
on the planet.

The makeshift solution to the speech
impediment was for the judge to have this
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I have yet to come to
work and find myself
staring into the same
landscape twice.

man bring two fellow inmates into court
to “translate” for him. This, one senses,
was more out of a desire to get the case
off the docket and the alien removed than
to find out what happened.
Immigration is peculiar in this respect
as well: The law is not about justice, but
status. There really is no justice to one’s
nationality. I was born in Paterson, N.J.
On the same day another person was
born in Kinshasa, the Congo. It has made
all the difference.

The art of observing
and interviewing is
nowhere more tested.
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Unlawful immigrants often must choose
between doing the moral thing and violating the law or abiding by the law and
doing what is immoral. I do not have
a fix for this. It is a reality of status.
Hence, a Mexican who is married to a
U.S. citizen but has entered unlawfully
(whether when 5 or 25) is not permitted
to adjust his status in the United States.
If he leaves to re-enter lawfully, he will
be barred from re-entering for 10 years.
This result is a matter of statute that had
been amended in 1996 by a Congress
bent on not being soft on immigration.
It succeeded.
Congress, when writing the immigration
laws, exercised its appetite for cruel
absurdity. This is particularly so in the
area of criminal deportation. The more
you understand the process, the less satisfying it becomes. The Immigration and
Nationality Act orders an alien who commits an “aggravated felony” to be

removed. This is whether the alien has
been here for just a month or has been
here since he was 1 month old. The INA
defines many categories of offenses —
crimes of theft or violence — to be
aggravated felonies if the individual is
sentenced to a year or more in prison.
Congress defined a sentence of imprisonment to include a sentence “whether suspended in whole or in part.” Hence, if a
state imposes a probationary sentence by
imposing a prison sentence and then suspending it on condition of compliance
with probation, it is treated under the
immigration statute as a term of imprisonment. If a state imposes, as does
Pennsylvania, a probationary sentence,
then there is no imprisonment. The substance is the same; only the form is different, yet it determines whether someone is
banished forever from the United States.
Congress stripped immigration judges of
the right to exercise discretion even in situations that morally demand it. The most
egregious absence is that of discretionary
relief for combat veterans. The supportour-troops mantra does not apply in
removal proceedings. Hence, an Iraqi War
veteran who returns home and has difficulty adjusting to civilian life will get no
quarter in the immigration courts if he
sells marijuana, engages in a bout of
domestic violence or commits some other
deportable offense. I could find no case of
a war-time veteran being deported until
Congress enacted the 1996 amendments
removing a great deal of discretionary

relief from immigration judges. Since
then I have represented many. It is to me
the height of hypocrisy. See “Deporting
Private Ryan” (17 Widener L.J. 245
(2007)) for details.
There is a heart-breaking hopelessness to
those caught up in criminal deportation.
Yet these are some of my favorites, for
there is no case more enjoyable to prevail
in than a hopeless case. Hence, when
we were finally able to buy a small building we named it the Inns of St. Jude, for
the patron saint of desperate cases and
lost causes.
No practice of law has a more interesting
range of clients. We have represented
individuals from just about every country
on the planet (Bhutan, Andorra, Monaco,
Vatican City, Western Sahara and
Lichtenstein excepted). They also come
from every walk of life: A movie star from
Nepal, circus performers from Bulgaria,
Gypsies from Eastern Europe, opposition
politicians from Zimbabwe, tribal kings
from Uganda, Coptic Christians from
Egypt, royalty from the Middle East,
mushroom workers from Mexico, stowaways from Cote d’Ivoire, chefs from
Morocco, an opera singer from Mongolia,
nurses from the Philippines, violin-bow
makers from Brazil, computer programmers from India and journalists, poets,
musicians, fashion models, doctors, novelists and scientists from around the world.
These people command interest. Their
stories never seem to dull.

Immigration, though a specialty, is
tremendously varied. One day you are
working on an application for an immigrant visa for an artist or scientist of
international renown; the next day you
are in court seeking to get asylum for
an 18-year-old kid who barely escaped
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a necklacing incident in Cote d’Ivoire.
And the next you are filing a habeas or
mandamus action in federal court. I have
yet to come to work and find myself
staring into the same landscape twice.
Immigration firms, like jazz ensembles
or rock bands, successfully top out at five
or six skilled players. None that I know
of achieve orchestral size. Part of being
skilled is knowing the full gamut of possibilities, and for this the bureaucratic
rationalization of a large law firm would
be counter-productive. Quite often immigration firms are sole practitioners. While
you can succeed in the practice with some
specialization, such as an employmentbased or removal practice, the general
practice of immigration requires specialization in several areas. Clients want to
come or remain; they are not interested
in the particular avenue you employ to
achieve that goal.

Getting a client to trust
you enough to tell the
truth is a precursor to
any success.

There is something endemically out-ofthe-box about a migrant. They are not
the type to accept their surroundings
as a fixed location, physically or metaphysically. One of our clients wanted
to put a factory on a ship to make large,
custom-built equipment. The idea was to
build the product with an international
workforce on the ship as it approached
the port of delivery. I instinctively
thought about whose labor laws would
govern? Whose tax laws? How would it be
insured? What export laws would control?
My client had only one question: Was he
in any way prohibited from doing it?
Somehow I cannot imagine a Harvard
MBA asking that question.
Language skills are prized in an immigration firm. So, too, are the skills of a good
anthropologist. The art of observing and
interviewing is nowhere more tested. An
immigration lawyer will encounter not
only a wide variety of nationalities but
ethnicities, religions and personality types.
You must not only hear what is said but
understand the context and what is not
said. You must understand and decipher
cultural cues.
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Many clients, when they first walk in the
door, lie, sometimes to manipulate, other
times to avoid talking about painful situations or out of sheer fear. Getting a client
to trust you enough to tell the truth is a
precursor to any success. The immigration
services are and should be sticklers for the
truth. They see enough dissembling and
fraud each day to weary the credulity of
the eyes. If a fraud has ever been devised,
it has likely been employed against the
U.S. immigration services. It is also likely
to have been committed against immigration lawyers. Caveat advocator.
There is, however, the opposite. And this
is what makes the practice more than just
a law practice. When my first child was
born, my father made an offhand comment to my wife that this must be the
happiest day of her life. We were all
smiles, but, suddenly serious, she said it
was not. “Oh, then when you married my
son.” “No,” she said with total seriousness, “the happiest day in my life was the
day I got a name to come to America.
This made all else possible.” She had been
a Cambodian refugee and knew not only
the terror of the Khmer Rouge genocide
but also the ennui and drain of life in a
refugee camp. Coming to America meant
she would at long last have a life. Not a
week goes by when we do not meet someone for whom this country means the
same thing. F
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